Explore the cozy Zoku Room: a small (16m² / 172ft²) yet effective bedroom with high-quality essentials: a comfy bed and a great shower. As the little brother of our Zoku Loft, it lacks the kitchen. Being a living/working hybrid, it can be easily adjusted to become cozy, business-like or something in between. The same goes for the choice of art on your walls. If you are looking for a room with a kitchen and sliding stairs, the Zoku Loft or Zoku Loft XL is the right option for you.

**BATHROOM**
- Folding doors separate shower from toilet & sink
- Includes amenities such as:
  - Shaving/make-up mirror
  - Hairdryer
  - Marie Stella Maris Hand soap
- Shower area features:
  - Luxurious high-pressure shower
  - Marie Stella Maris shampoo and body wash
  - Towel rack and amenity storage
  - Fluffy towels from green brand ‘Max Havelaar’

**TECHNOLOGY**
- 32-inch smart LED television
- Free, fast and reliable Internet (60 MB, wired and wireless)
- Dimmable LED lightning throughout room, including bathroom

**FURTHER SUPPLIES**
- Plenty of storage space; luggage storage and wardrobe
- Fire extinguisher
- Plenty of plugs (both conventional + USB)
- Carbon monoxide detector
- Silent + smart ventilation which reacts to the space’s oxygen levels
- Hot water bottle
- Water kettle + teabags

**ELEVATED SLEEPING AREA**
- Double-size bed (140 x 210 cm)
- 100% organic sheets and bedding
- Two types of pillows, soft and firm

**SERVICES & FACILITIES**
- Weekly room cleaning (for more than 7 nights). Additional cleaning available upon request at a surcharge
- Express check-in and checkout through Self Service Stations in Living Room, includes automated billing via e-mail

For the Do-it-Yourselfer, extra amenities are available in the guest pantry down the hall, including ironing supplies, vacuum cleaner, cleaning supplies, etc. The guest pantry also contains the waste collection area.